
Contracts are hard to read.  Contract negotiations are typically frustrating and 

time-consuming. Days and weeks are lost waiting for other people to give you 

feedback on a draft document.  LegalSifter can help.

Read the other party’s paper fast
At least one party in every negotiation uses someone else’s paper, an 

unfamiliar contract with unique language. Since your success depends on your 

ability to negotiate and sign these documents, collecting feedback and 

approvals from your team quickly is critical. 

Unfortunately, feedback is often painfully slow. Vacations, holidays, sick days, 

and conflicting priorities make your contract just another unread email or 

paper collecting dust on a desk. 

With LegalSifter, clients review contracts in a minute or two using artificial 

intelligence and the advice of their lawyers and leaders. Users start by 

uploading draft contracts into LegalSifter. Sifters – the software trained to 

read text, look for specific concepts, and learn over time – then review the 

document and identify important concepts that demand attention or are 

missing entirely. The Sifters trigger Help Text, in-context advice tailored to the 

client’s business and negotiation position by Estrella’s attorneys.
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Save money and time
Negotiating a contract isn’t cheap. Time invested during 

the standard back-and-forth delays the extra revenue or 

cost savings earned with the final handshake. 

Reduce the cost of waiting with LegalSifter. LegalSifter 

helps you negotiate efficiently, close the deal quickly, and 

keep your business moving.  

Shrink risk

Managing risk is a challenge that all professionals face, but 

every contract can’t be sent for legal review. It’s expensive 

and slow. 

LegalSifter acts as your virtual negotiation playbook.  It 

identifies important concepts that demand attention or are 

missing entirely.  It taps your brightest minds 24/7/365, in a 

minute or two.  Clients report lower transaction costs, 

faster negotiations, and reduced risk.

Combined Intelligence is a new standard of 

care
Estrella LLC and LegalSifter proudly announced a 

strategic partnership in May 2018 to offer a “combined 

intelligence” solution for contract negotiation for in-

house legal, procurement, commercial, and operations 

teams in Puerto Rico. Combining LegalSifter’s artificial 

intelligence (AI) with Estrella’s legal expertise will allow 

clients to review contracts quickly, confidently, and at a 

predictable cost.

LegalSifter, the product
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Essentials Professional

Out-of-the-box contract review Customizable contract review for your team

$35       + $35 $180      + $30
One

Document Type
Each Additional 
Document Type

One
Document Type

Each Additional 
Document Type

No implementation fee $2,000 implementation fee per Document Type

USD/user/month 2-year agreement Annual payments USD/user/month 2-year agreement Annual payments


